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ENG1100 – English Grammar, an introduction 

4 hours                  7 December 

No dictionaries or other aids are allowed. 

All questions must be answered in English. 

All answers must be written on copy-sheets. 

 

Pass marks are required on both Part I and Part II. 

 

 

Part I (40%) 

 

Explain the difference in form and meaning between the members of each of the following 

sentence pairs.  

 

1 a I don’t want any of your presents. 

 b I don’t want some of your presents. 

 

2 a I swam back when I saw an incredible, scary white shark. 

 b I was swimming back when I saw an incredibly scary white shark. 

 

3 a Once we penetrated the dark woods and witnessed scenes of intense drama. 

 b Once we penetrated the dark woods, we witnessed scenes of intense drama. 

 

4 a John gave Paul a book by his favourite author. 

 b Paul was given a book by his favourite author. 

 

5 a Santa told them what Christmas presents kids want. 

 b Santa told them that kids want Christmas presents. 

 

 

Part II (60%) See next page. 
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Part II (60%)  

 

 

Read the following text and answer the questions below: 

 

1 Skeletons of 200 Napoleonic troops found in Germany 

2 The skeletons of 200 French soldiers who were fighting for Napoléon Bonaparte in 1813 

3 have been found during construction work in Frankfurt, Germany, according to local      

4 officials. 

5 “We estimate that about 200 people were buried here,” Olaf Cunitz, the city’s head of     

6 town planning, said on Thursday, talking at the site in Frankfurt’s western Rödelheim     

7 district. He said they were probably soldiers from the Great Army returning from Russia           

8 in 1813. 

9 The French troops had fought battles that claimed 15,000 lives around Frankfurt in         

10 October of that year, Cunitz said. 

11 In all likelihood, the dead had succumbed to battle wounds or the typhus epidemic that 

12 had decimated their army at the time, though this had yet to be scientifically verified, he        

13 added. 

14 Andrea Hampel, the heritage and historic monuments director in Frankfurt, said it was    

15 certain that the “tombs were erected in an emergency”. Hampel said the skeletons were 

16 aligned in a row, without funeral articles, in a north-south orientation – not an east-west 

17 axis as was common for European Christians at the time – suggesting they were buried in 

18 haste. The soldiers were buried in coffins, however, which had kept the skeletons well  

19 preserved. 

20 More than 30 skeletons have been excavated, and work to dig up the rest was expected to 

21 take four to six weeks, said the site manager, Juergen Langendorf. 

The Guardian, 17 September 2015 (adapted) 

 

 

 

 

 

See next page for questions 
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a.  Line 2: Give a complete syntactic analysis of the underlined noun phrase (draw a 

 tree). 

 

b.  Identify the non-finite clauses in the second paragraph of the text (lines 5–8). State what 

 clause types they are, what clause elements they consist of, and the syntactic function of 

 each clause. 

 

c.  Consider the underlined reporting clauses in lines 5–6 and line 21. What type of 

 inversion is found, and what might the reason be for the presence of inversion in one of 

 them and not the other?  

 

d.  Describe the construction used in the underlined clause in lines 14–15 and explain why 

 this type of construction is used. 

 

e.  There are two examples of the present perfect passive in the text. Identify them. 

 

f. How would you label the word however in line 18 (form and function)? Justify your 

 classification. 

 

g.  Lines 18–19: Comment on the underlined subordinate clause in terms of its form and 

 function. 

 

h.  Lines 11–12: Give a complete syntactic analysis of the underlined sentence (draw a tree).  
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The grades will be published in Studentweb within 3 weeks. You will receive an e-mail when the results are 

ready.  

 

For an explanation of the mark obtained, please contact the exam coordinator, Kristin Berstad 

(k.m.berstad@ilos.uio.no) within one week after the exam results have been published. Remember to include 

your name and candidate number. The examiner will then decide whether to give a written or oral 

explanation. 
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